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Abstract for Department of Labor Catalogue

Completed Project: CAREER PROGRESSION.SYSTEMS FORA mutTf.T
PLANT MANpFACTUfINGCWORATION ,..-..

This project explored the obstacles to,increased occupational
mobility for workers at a multi; -plant manut.acturing,firm. .

,Analysis of the job, histories 'of workers 4.twOplantsjound.
advancement,opportuhities to be llmited and'ihequi.table begatiie
narrow departmental units were used as the basis for defirigt
eligibility for promotions. Through-the'use Of task analysis
a Career Progrepion System was designed tOljedefine the
eligibility pods for promotional.decision'6,in accord with
common-skill requirements 'EffOrts to pitiement the .Career
Progression system-were only pa4.ally,succeSsful due to, collective
baigaining agreement constraints coupled with the economic
downturn. 1 .

The following general conclusions .emerged from the experience:

.

1. Collective bargaining agreements are a major instrument.
or structuring the internal labor markets of large

unionized firMs and interventions must be designed to
confront this reality.

.

. .
, ;f,`

,.4 ,-
.

. .

2. Employees in large industrial firMs ofteh lack adequate
. ,

v information "about promotional opportunities outside- -

their ,particular department. A Well=designed'career
counseling.piogram can helpOvercome this information
gap.

3; Implementation of Career Progression systems can be
hampered'by the employer's desire to utilize only those
programmatic elements which affect productivity.

4. Finally, it is argued that government sponsored inter-
vention should have well-defined objectives beside
improved productivity and shojild avoid partial imple-
mentations which do not further these goals.

O
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,During the latter half of the 1960'si concern for the
(-,

poverty-population in general, and for the "working poor"
in particular, increased within both. government and-aca-
demic circles,. One of tfie programmatic results of'this
concern was the, furiding of several esearch and development
(R&D) projectsJoy the Manpower,Administration of the U.S.
Department of Labor. The purl Rose of these projects was to
determine the extent.to which WorkerS holding low wage jobs
were, stuck these jobs, and, where uplgard mobility was
bound to be limited, to develop programs "which imprbved the
chances for,advancement:.'

, a

Humanic Designs Corporation (HDC), with the support of the
Manpower Administration, was one of the fiest groups to
undertake research ,and developthent activities intended to
develop an understanding of the factors Which limit occupa-
tional mobility and to develop_ methods to help overcome
these obstacles.

O

Initially lux was contracted to'design and evaluate the
effects of short, intensive training and one-step upgrading,
prog-rims among the "working poor" and their employers,

The hypotheses` oeing examined were:

That such programs would permit the promotion of
individuals, dead-ended in their entry level, jobs
after Many years of low or unskilled employment,
,idto -the Tainstream of American empl,oyment. 'They
would thus begin .to move upward, either in the
firm or in the la r market in general, at the

same rate as the typical blue-Collar,wOrker.

That a "suction effect" wouldpe generated,ibar,
virtue of the entry, level'vacancies createdby
the upgrading of current incumbents, which would
lead to the hiring of .long-term unemploy'ed and
unskilled individuals from the local labor area.

.

That employers would opetate such programs at their
own expense, because their law cost would be'more
than Wset by increased overall produCtiVity. This
Would occur as a result of such factors as fillihg
skilled vacancies which were otherwise vacant because 1

of tne.unaNiailaliiility of these skills in the external
labor market. These vacancies ,would alsb,be:filled

4.
o
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from.within theorganization by employees who were
already oriented and motivated, and whoa p, a result of
their training Would be better'equipped with the needed

than the external'newhire.'

.HDe consequently developed, front x96'6 'onwards, the High -
Intensity Training (HIT) approach, which called for thirty,

hours of mixed skill and personal development training,, on

company time, with a Contractual guarantee frOm the employer .
that each graduate of the course would receive a 15% pay

increase, .The-project (conceived as-both'experiment and

.demonstration.and ftnded at the time out of_ the Office of

Experimentation and Demonstration) was first'developed in

;slew York City andits apparent success led.to its extension
to Baltimore, Cleveland and Newark. In each of these latter
three cities different managing agencies were created; a
community-baSed groupin Baltimore, a group linked to the
Mayor's Office in Cleveland and in Newark a group_forming .

part of the,New Jersey State Employment Training Service.
These'agencies were coordinated and superyised by HDC; each

had to recruit demonstration.firms who would sign the contract;

conduct training of employeescand leave behind a residual
capability-to continuer the RIT approa9h, without government

_funding.

A follow-up study conducted in 1971*, some twelve to eighteen

month6 after the upgrading effort, showed that these hypo-
thqses Were not supported by the data, Upgraded employees
tended to stay where they had been placed after graduation,
disproportionately so when aOpired with "mainstream" pro-

gression. Others, who had left the original firm had the"'

same( high unemployment rate (some 20%) as the rest of the '

work force,of the inner city labor areas inr which they lived.
Those who had jobs were working again at the same levelof
skill and pay they had been.in before the HIT program. There

was no evidence of any suction effect, primarily because the

effects .of. HIT were to expand and enrich the original job,

po,that in reality 'source and target jobs had become merged

into One. (This, of_sourse,was not intended by the HIT

designers.) Such an effect was probably the reason for-the
absence of continued progression on the part of HIT trainees.

_They were,probably p6rceived by their supervisors as re-
maining in their original jobs, but better .trained and capable

of a'fittle more work.

Finally, it turned, out that employers were ricit,willing to

invest their own funds in training (beyond the release time

for attending' classes) and when they felt the need for more.
HIT trainees, they requested another course condtcted by the

* See Follow-up Analytic 'Stud y of a Three-City Upgrading

Program, Skill Achievement.Institute, 1971.

2 .
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original government funded HIT upgrading agency. Yet, these-
.same,:employers'did feel that the programs improved employee
performance in.all.respects, from productivity. to time.
'keeping..

1.

a

As HDC and the Office of Research and bevelopMent st died
these'.dat.and the subjective' but informed judgment of

Project managers who had worked, intimately with th companies
concerned,,t became clear that more insights Were called for
into hem upward mobility did take place in.indust Knowledge
was-needed as.to'what inhibited or facilitated mo ility, what

'
disparate effects there were, and how they were c used. .,

'Special attention .was needed regarding the upward mobility

.
of minorities and 'women and what,'in general, equ table and'
rationat upward mobility systems would look like; One

0

(among many) prgjects that were consequently 'contracted is .,

described in this report, i.e. a study of upward mobility -1

in a large unionized multi-plant'manufacturing organization,
typifying one &mportant segment of american industry. Its

objective was to explore the structure.and process of the
promotion and transfer system, to design a new career pro-.
gression system for blue dollar (and perhaps a so for white:

,

collar)Iworkers which,would be responsive to a y needs emerging-.
from such exploration and which would be judged theoretically
.sound by the company's management. It would then be necessary
to,try to implement it and evaluate it in as much detail as was
practicable.* It was, in fact, to be a,case study, expected to

have some generalizability .to large manufacturing corpowAions
using mass production technology and yith a'unionized work
force.' HDC was awarded this contract and,'in addition was
contractedlo provide technical support to the National
Restaurant Associations Career Progression project and work
with the Equal EMployment Opportunity Commission, all as part
of the Offide of R&D's efforts to further its understanding of

. -

the' mobility problem in industry.

The multi-plant study was specifically designed to address

the following issues:

1. What, if any, are the obstacles to career progres-
. sion among WOrkera.in large-manufacturing plants?

If obstacles exist, what is an appropriate strategy
arid methodolgy for emloyers'to follow in improv-
ing prospects for occupation mobility?'

3. What, if any, difficulties arise in'i,mplementing
changei in'personnel policies which foster.-Upgrading?

*.
4.1 Do the specific changes in personnel .practices

emerging from the strategy work effectively when
implemented'by employers?

3
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The fist step in the projedtwas to secure the coopera-.!
, tion of one or more employers." In selecting a cooperating

.

employer priority was given to.large, multi-plant manufac-,
turing firms' because: .

.

,. , . 4S. ,
a,. manufacturing activities would require the

,-
'career.progresion design to deal with manpower'
utilizatiolfpatterns-within the constyaints (

imposed by the technology ofa mass production
:-";---

, processz .

a multi -plant firliCwould proviae in'sigh\t'into
the problems of transf4rring career progression'
designs from one lOcetion.to another;

such firms. are gkely to contain la;evropor-
tions of youth,minorities and females among

- their labor forCnd, the developMent'of ex-
panded career opportunities for these groups
was assigned high priority. ..1 .. -

,
,

' . 1

-.

'AfEer,approximately six months of negotiation;, one corPora-
tion Which initially expressed interest in the projadt even=15,-',

tually was eliminated from 'conSideration. This.deciion was.,
made because Management at-the plants\selected for experi-
mental activities was strongly opposed to-any form of union

, involv.ement in the project while, HDC objected to working '

without some form of,union participation. Efforts to resolve
- the issue by involving representatives of thecorporation's

central personnel division could not lead to ,a timely settle-
ment and another cooperating'emplOyeryds sought.

A more satisfactory relationship was developed with a
second large,, multi-plant manufacturing firm, which' will be
referred torsimply.as the Apq Corporation. ABC's inter-
national headquarters,is located%in the MOWest an it ranks
high on t4Fortune 500 list. HDC's first contact with the
Corporation took.place through the ABC Institutel,a central
corporate diVision with responsibility for developing train-
ing programs for most of the firm's manufacturing plants.

The ABC Institute became HDC'S primary point of communica-
tion with the central corporate organizatioh and theinstitute
invested considerable staff time in working with HDC. By
.the time the project was'completed'the Institute estimated
its expenses related' to, design and. implementation of the

.Career Progression System. at abdut $215,000. It-was in
cooperation with, the ABC Institutethat two plants were
identified'aS suitable locations fol. the research and
.gevelopment pxoject one'located in Toiedo,,Ohio and the
other in Dettbit, Michigan.

46.
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,The ABC Corporation has a collective bargaining'agreement
.

k
.-'-with'a large ,nationel union'and.local chapters are found

at 'both the Toledo and Dettoit plants. The Corpo'ation's
' , Personnel Division,' which has responsibility for collective

bargaining and other labor relations and personnel matters,
ls ,an organizatiogal unit distinct fiom the ABC Institute.
No formal relationship.was established between HDC and either
the Personnel Division' or the national organization Of the
union. Instead, the ABC' Institute Was designated, by the
Corporation as the liaison unit between HDC and other,
corporate officials, if such contacts became necessary.
Contact with the union was to take place at the plarit,level
and,.after the local plants were identified HDC '.staff membera
established informal relationships'with the local uniorr--
leadership. and 'consulted with them regularly.

Theremainder of this eport describes the research apd
development activities undertaken in cooperation with the
AgC Corporation and di cussesthe policy implications of the

,..., project's'findings. The,next chapter describes the patterns
;,.of mobility which.existed in ABC's Manufacturing plants prior
'to intervention by HDC and identifies the problems associated'
with the existing patterns. The third chipter presents the .

career progression system designed by HDC to improvd.occupa-'
tional mobility within ABC and relates the sydtem design-tb
the,broader objectives which government-sponsored intervention
is intended to promote. The third chapter'also relates, the
effOrts made to implement the design and assesses the impact'

' of those portions of the career progression system which
were eventually implemented. The final chapter draws upon
the experience with ABC to suggest prioKities and guidelines
for future government action intended to promote upward mobil
ity for blue collar workers. ..

The conclusions presehtedin the final chapter may be
t suMmarized- as: ,. .

s.

.

1. Collective bargaining agreements are a major',
instrument for structuring the internal labor ,

markets of large unionized firms and interventions
must be designed to confront this reality.

,
.

2'. Employees in, large' industrial firms often ,,lack
adequate information aboutl,promotional opportunities
outside their particular department. A well
designed career' counseling program can help over-

t% coma this informational,gap. ,

,

*-114
'3. Implementation of career prOgredOnipn ystems cars be

hampered by the employer's iit4/Aze'only

those programmatic elements whiC11 af4CtLproductivity.
Y

7.
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'4, Government sponsored irit:eryentions 'should have well-

defined objectives bes4.cre .improved productivity .and
should avoid partial implementa.tions which do not
further, these ',policy, goals . . .
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EXISTING PATTERNS OF MOBILITY
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EXISTIN TTERNS OF MOBILITY- .

.-:the first step toward designing and impleMenting an improved_
System Of occupational mobility is to develop an understand.
ing of the job structure and existing perSonnel policies and.
practiCes within the firm.- To accomplish this end, research
was undertaken at two plants within the corporation, one
located in Tqledo and one in Detroit. the purpose of this

within the corporation and to, identify thos.characterfstics
chapter is to .describe the' patterns of mobility .which -exist

of the' existing syStem which restrict opportunities for
:advancement among productionWorkers.

,s/

The:two -plantS at which existing mobility patterns were
studied both manufacture machined, parts for the firm's prin-
cipal produbt, The Detroit plant employs approkimitely 3,800
workers of whom about 88% are production workers paid on-an
hourly basis. The remainder areeither clerical and techni-
Cal'personnel also paid on an hourly basis_ (A) or.are sala-
ried-personnel in managerial or other high level:functions-
(9%). The Toledo plant employs about 3,000 workers Of Wham
the vast jority are also in hour4.....Wage production jobs.
The ch afteristicsf the labor force employed at the dibtroit
plan are summarized in Table 2-1.; Virtually411. of-thel-
wor rs (95%) are male with femaleg-having-bignificant rep-
resentation only in cleriCal positions (46%). 'Members aE
ethnic minorities comprise 59% of the total work force,*t
are concentrated in semi-skil1ed production jobs (74%) and
underrepresented in other categories. At the"Toledo.plant
males also predominate, but minority representation (22i)
is significantly lower than at Detroit reflecting primarily

. the-difference in the ethnic composition of the labor force
in the two Communities.'

As with most large corporationes,
tion system which .requires"detail'
which assigns each job to 'one of
ing upon the level of skill and r
requires. At both plants, studied
assigned to one of 29 different w
relatively large mumbeeiof pay gr

k

ABC his a wage classitica7,
d job descriptions and-.
everal pay grades depend-
sponsibilityWhich it ':
hourly ,.wage jobs are

ge grades.- Despite,.the.
des, the range in. wage

,
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rates. is rather limited. .During 1971 the' lowest pay grade: -
found in.. the plants 'was. $3.90 per hour _and thei; highest $5.80.

.

111

Table 2-1

Characteristics of Workers" at
the Detroit Plant '

! Total NCI. Percent. Percent
EMployment Category of Workers -Female -Minority,\ .

. .

, Man'agers '& Professionals 9352 0 25
1 41Technicians ,.: 4'7 ' O. ;9

%

.

'Clerical , ., 65 , 46 -20
ltt:

. Skiiled Trad . '513: - . .0
, A

. 504-skilled kers 2,797,, 6 -, 74
tahorMF. : 30 1 97

Total'.: .
3,89 4 5 -59,

if- ,:ii
. 11 41: 4, i ,,, .

.,7,110-.29 different, pay grades encompasb;ovse -qv different
speil.fi9 'job titles at each of thle"; #1/an-ts; pate from the
Detroit plgnt (Table 2-2) illustratiethe .patftern found .et
bOth plants. The m 'ority...Of both job, titres and_workers
are' found in the ddle ranTes,.__At Detroit. direr. . two - thirds

of ,the 'IVO erg earned legs..thanYr4-..55--per hour ith
-2-74- of -the workers in, pay grade '9 ($4.22 to $4.42 pez hour)

and 16% in srade. 7 ($4.35. to $ it. 35 per hour) ,... '. - .:
,.

( , ,

Given the large number of j6b titles' and-tihe 29 different
. wage rates, there exists significant. potential for upward

(i.e.', higher wage) occupational mobility. Workers could be
.hired atititles an the lowest pay grades -and subsequently -

promoted to' titles 4'n
higher

pay ranges :Alternatively , ,
upward mobility could be severely restricted; .workers could°
be hired from the external labor. market. at each of 'the pay

-- ,grades and limited to hortiZontal (i:e., same wage grade)
mobility' among job titles.' To determine the nature of the
actual mobility patterns,within 'the 'corpoxation, a sample.

. of new hires at each plant Was.selacted'aPid their 'occupa-7
ti(onal mobility was traced. .. '

..

,, - ,.
plant;At, the Toledo plant; all persons (2'70)' hired into production

"jc:ibs between August41968 and SepteMber 19.69.Were selected
fOr ' Study and their, jo.histories ,frolli. time of hire through
December 19 71, ..when the data were transcribed, were analyzed.
A .-(review 'of, the job titles into. which new' workers were hired
reveals that "ports of -entry? are'-clearly identifiable
(Table 2-3). Precise data were' available for' 268,Of -the 270
new hires. , These 268 were hired into only 16 different job
*Atles and two titles accodited 'for 224 Or 841 of all ihireg.v ',-,,- .. _ ,

.1 .

-

,,,:
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Table 2-2e

Diitributibn of Proddction 6bb Titles and Employees'

,

at the .Detroit Paantb Pay Grade
-. .

..

. , .17
....

Grade. Wage Range ,

.-.

No..of '.. No. of "? %,,o4 ., .

Titles '' , Woriers '. Workeis--7-
1

2
3

4 .

"5

6
7

.8
, 9

10 '
.11

_

$3.Y0-4.10
.3.97=4.17
4.02-422

----1,106-4.26
. 4.10-440

4.13-4.33
, 4.1-4.35

4.20-4.40
4:22-4.42

. 4.25-4.45
.4.27-4.47

- 2

3

3
1.

'8

1.

14
:1

- 18

3

06

.112

... 202-

.....
..J 115

.. 3
.

67
. 41

526-
'6' 20

908
35.

126

73

6

6

*
-2

1

.16

27:''

1

4

12 4
4.29-4.49- . 2 15 *

13 4.34-4.54 ;. 4 200 ' 6 '

. 14 4.35-0.55 1 4. ,:

1 4.401-4.0. 1 18 1

16 , 4;41-4.61 2 29 1

17 . 4.55-4.75 1 . .1 *.

18.- 5.16-5.31' 2 *

19 5.4-5.44 `I -. *

20 5.25-5.45 1 1
21 5.29 -5.49 7 136' ' '4

22 .5.30 -5.45 ,1 4 i *,

23 5.36-5.56 1 13 *;

24 5.38-5.53, 1' r 1 le

25 5.44-5.64T 5 '287- , 9
26
27

:

.
5.50-5.70
5.54-5.74

46- 1

1

64
4 1,

2

5.60-5.80
,

5 95 3,28
29 ' Variesb 3 261

, .

.8.

-
Total 3:90-5.80 100 3315 100

0

*,
.. Denotes less than one half of one per6ent\:,

a Wage rates are as of November 22, 1971. \.

IF

b Workers' in job titles f utility man, job settere'ana
relief operator are pad wage rates geared to the.
specific operations th are assigned to perform.,

9-



Table 2-3

Entry Job.Classifications of Newly

Hired Workers at the Toledo Plant .

Job Title'

.

Pay Grade'

Janitor - Factory
Material Handler
Conveyor Loader

$3.90-4.10
3.97-4.17

Wash and Degrease 4.00-4.20
Small Parts

Inspector. 4.10-4.30
Bench Hand _ 4.10-4.310'

PIV and Stitch' . .4.10 -4.30

_Nano Aisembler 4.10-4.230f
'\'2121c _Press 4./3-4:33

S t Welder : 4.15-4;
%% Dr' 11 press' 4.15-4:
Btoach.Surface 4.15-4.35
Water Vest 4.15-4.35

, Heat Treat Furnace 4.15=4.35
Automatic Press
Boring 'Mill ' 4.10:-4.40

3.90-4.40

4'

All New Minority Non -minorilt1;.

Workers New Workers New Workers

( 1 ;

3

4 1

2 0'

2

98 '
2

126
3

o

21
0

29-'
0

1-

1

0

2

0

3

5
2.

.1

.248- 59

'2

4

3

2

2

77
2,

9;
-1; 3

3
3

2

* 1

209

ff
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AmOng minority workers tlierg were only 8 entry titleseand
85% were hired into the two major ports of entry -:-:,bench
hand and minor assembler. Entry jobs were concentrated at
°the lower end of the pay scale; none of the entry jobs were
abode grade 13 ($4,20,to $4.40,.per hour) and the two major

.'entry ports were both at grade-11 ($4.10 to $4.30 per

Clearly identifiable port's of entry,also exist at-the Detroit
. plant. sample. of 623\workers.hiked during the four year,
period 1967 to 1970, found that 399 (64%) were hired into.four
ma§or entry titles and 214, or over one-third, were hired
into the single most important entry job at the plant -
conveyor Loader. As at Toledo, minority workerd were hired
into, fewer titles but the relative shares of both minority,
and non-minority workers hired in the four major entry titles
were nearly equal. ,

Although identif iable ports of entry were_found at each
plant, the analysisof personnel records did not identify
any clear-cut or predominant mobility patterns for workers4,
hired into these entry titles. This is related to a number
of factors. First, turnover iS-high! Approximately 60% of
-the 270 individuals hired at the Toledo 'plant, between August,
1968 and September, 1969 were no longer employed in December
1971'. Over 70% of these separations took place within three
months of hire and most of these workers were still in their
original job title at the time df separation. At the Detroit
plant the proportion of newly hiked workers leaving within 12
months was. apprdxiMately 50% for those hired in 1968 and rose
to approximately 75%.for those hired in 1969 and 1970 when an
economic downturn.caused,layoffs.

While rapid termination of employment obviously forecloses
opportunities for advancement, even for those, who remain with
the corporation nb clear-cut patterns of mobility emerge from
the anlaysis of job histories. Of the 270 persons hired at
'the Toledo plant, 107 were still employed when the-analysid
was undertaken. These, workers were divided among 27 different
job, titles, and 1.5 of these' job tiles were not among the list. .

of 16 entry titles presented in Table 2-3. These 15'promo- -

tional titles' accounted for 38 workdrs or 35% of. those remain-
ing with the firm Another 28 workers were in one of the fodr
entry job titles which were different from those into which
they.were originally hired. Thus, at theToledo plant, ap-
proximatelv62% of those remaining with the firm experienced
some occupational Mobi4ty, but with movement spanning 19 dif-
ferent titleslthere were no clearly identifiable promotional
routes.

t , 4

The diverse mobilty routes of workers are illustrated in
Figure 2-1 whidh summarizes the job history of 20 randomly
selected male minority workes hired in the major entry job,

20
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Figure 2.1
Job History of Twenty Workers Hiied in 1968

at Detroit Plant, 1968 - 1971
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conveyor 'ioader -'11%,' at the Detroit_plantAtring 1968.
Of the ,twenty workers, five' (L, M, N, 0, T) left the plant As

0

without having any promotion after serving periods ranging
rom 'one to four month6. The initial promotions of the
other 15 workers were into nine different job titles. These
nine different titles were distributed among three different:
pay grades. The time in entry jobs before first promotion
'ranged from one -g.1.9 3#.4.t0-three years with the latter
(worker sy including a.three-month layoff period. Time at
entry job was not related to level of promotion; one worker
(G) was rad.bea to ajob in pay grade 9 after one month,
another worker (B) was promoted a job in pay grade 5 after
one month, and a third worker (S) was promoted to a job at
grade. 7 after three year's.

,The work histories of the five workers who remained at the
Detroit plant throughout the period studied (C, F, I, J, S)
neatly stmmarize the diverse mobility patterns. One is cur-
rently at grde 16; two occupy two different titles at grade
9, and.two others are in the same title in grade 7. The, two
in the same job title reached 'it by different.- routes. One
(S)"was promoted directly from his entry title, the other (I)
had earlier been promoted to a title'in grade 9 and subse-
quently was rehired after a-layoff at .grade 7:- Of the two
workers at grade 9, one tcy reached his,current positioh
after a- previous promotion to4a grade 7 position while, the
other (J) was promoted directly from grade-2 to grade 9.
The worker at grade 16 reached his position via previous.
romotions to,grades 7 and 9. '

To give sonie7ordep'to the seemingly inexplicable mobility
patterns emerging!from the analysis of personnel records, it
is necessary to understand the administrative organization
end collective bargaining agreements of the firm's manu-
facturing'plants.. Each plant is divided into several divi-
sions and each division consists of several depattmentsi
The organization of divisions and departments varies with
the products and proceSses which are the responsibility of
each plant. . Workers hired:at a given job title -may be
assigned to one of several departments in one of several
divisions.' In fact, each of the major entry, titles is found
in more than one diyision, so newly hired-workers receive
vaiyin% assignments even though they are hired at the same
title. .

The corporation's collective:bargaining agreement specifie
that when an hourly wage production job becoMesvacapt, the.
job shall be offered to other workers within the department
and on the basis of seniority. The promoted employee Must
demonstrate his ability to do the job during a two-week
trial period. Employees outside the- department can be con-

13
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sidered for the job only after those fn the department hive
declined the position. Should this occur, workers;in other
departments who have previously applied Zn writing for trans-

_ fer- will be considered. for the vacantly. Applications for
trandfer to -the department are considered on the basis of
plant seniority. .

i

,.\...,

. , . .

an..4-0other provision df the collective b.mgainingagreement
specifies that when layoffs are re.. d the employees to be,
laid off shall be determined on the b sis of departmental
seniority. The effect of this provision'ls that an employee
seeking to transfer departments in order to increase his
promdtional opportunities is simultaneously increaging his
chances of being laid off. * As the work histories'in Figure

, 2-1 show; layoffs are an ever present threat. 'Only two of
the thirteen employees with more than six months servide'did

o not have at'least one layoff and only one of five employees'
remaining at the plant throughout the period esetapad layoff.
The choice some employees must make between increaded
promotional opportunity and decreased job security.is an
unfortunate aspect of the existing promotion system.

Other aspects of corporate policy and union contracts_relate
to promotion frdm hourly produdtionNjobs to salaried super-
visory positions (foremen),. 'These promotions are riot based
exclusively on seniority. Although a candidgte must have at
least 12 months seniority, he must also be recommended by
his foreman, and complete a special Foreman Training Program.
Other deviations from strict adherence to the seniority
prindiple are found in promotions to apprenticeship programs

a a 1.
where a candidate .must pass a basic skills test. An analysis.
ofIthe employment records of workers in foreman and
apprenticeaOle position found that these provisions., are
rarely used. At the Toledo plant,,63% of the foremen were
hired directly into a salaried positions and 46% of those in
apprenticeable trades were hired directly intothia category.
from,the.external labor market. While these data, may reflect

.4, the initial need to staff a newly built plant, they also
suggest that these positions may be entry ports rather than

- promotional titles. filled according to the provisions de-
scribed above. With the exception of these supervisory and,

* This problem is somewhat ameliorated by contract pro/i-
sions which state that:. Employees laid of'f have the
right, within two weeks, to displace employees with less
_seniority in other departments of the diVision. After
two weeks employees_ can apply in writing to _displace 'less
senipr employees in other divisions; in this cask the
employee must berecalled within 30 days provided he has
at least, nine months more seniority than the employee he
would displace.

fh.
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appFenticeable positions, which are few in number but still
significant, departmental seniority is the principle which
governs promotional decisions in the corporation.

The net effect of the organizational structure and'collectiye
bargaining provisions described above is that a worker's
promotional opportunities are directly related,to: (1) the
turnover rate and occupational .structure of the department
into which he is initially assigned and (2) the knowledge
he has'of vacancies in other departments which permits him
to apply for departmental transfers in order to make optimal
use of his seniority to obtain pi-omotions in other depart-
ments. The second point is important because the firm.does
not have a .policy of posting vacancies. Hence vacancied
outside,of a worker's department may remain unknown to him
unless he idinformally advised of them. 'Although no,
quantitive data are available to support this finding, informal
interviews with workers indicated that they felt: this system,
which is highly dependent on informal sources of information,
was used by union representatives and plant management to
"play favorites" in awarding 'promotions.

In summary, an analysis of employee personnel records, cor-
porate policy, collective bargaining agreements, and intern
views with workers revealed the fbllowing patterns of
mobility: Ports of entry are clearly' identifiable, but sub-
sequent occupational mobility varies widely. Unequal access
to promotional opportunities among workers hiFed into entry
titles results from adherence to departmentaLsenrority as
the principle governing promotional decisions despite the
fact that turnover rates and occupational structutes.vary
significantly among departments. .Additional inequities
arise because promotions involving departmental transfers
are dependent upon an informal information network which
gives discretion to union leadership and management... Finally,
there is soite'evidenCe:to suggest that supervisory and
apprenticeable positions which are nominally available on
a promotional basis to production workers are in fact, often
filled from external sources.

'15
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A

THE CAREER PROGRESSION SYSTEM

Design_ of the System .

.,e

Programs to improve the upgrading process generally.seek)6ne.
or more of the following objectives: (1).to reshape-4 firp's
occupational structure in order'to.increase the .number of
higher level jobs into which lower level workers max be pro -
moted;, (2) to increase the proportion of higher wage jobs
filled by worXers with experience within.the firm rather
than by workers drawn from the external labor marketv (3)
to modify the criteria used.to'select workeri from within,
the firm for job vacancies at higher,, levels; (4) to increase
the number of workers in lower level positions.within the
firm eligible to be-considered for promotion.* The. set of
recommendations developed by Humanic Designp Corporation,
for the ABC Corporation, which together may be called a
Career Progression'System, are best described in terms of
'these four Ajectives.

The objectives which the Career Progression System was
designed to promote are primarilv'those itdreasing the
number of workers eligible for promition and modifying the
selection criteria used in promotional decisions. The
lther objectives were ass.gned'seconda.y priority.

Increasing the number of better jobs by altering the firm's
occupational structure was not considered a feasible objec-
tive. Within ABC the pattern of manpower utilization is
largely dictated by the technology of the mass production
process. Although over 80 jobs 'at each plant were subjected

g

A fifth objective,, improving the wages'§and working
conditions of lower level workers', is Sometimes iden-
tified with upgrading programs but does not relate to -*

the more,specific problem'of occupational mobility'.
. For a complete discussJon of these objectives, see
Charles Brecher, Upgrading Blue Collar and Sexv,j.ce
Wormskert, Johns Hopkins Press; Baltimore;-1972,

7.
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to 'a Job Task Requirements Analysis (JTRA),-/cionly one recom-
mendatipn emerged for job restructuring. Specifically, at
the Tolled() planttitWas recommended that -the:tMachining ,

Foreman job be restructured slightly to permit the foremen
to devOte more tithe=to,training.- This would be achieved by
assigning much of the administrative work currently per-
formed by Machining Foremen to a small number of workers to
be given, the newly created job-of Senior Foreman. Alterna-
tively it was suggested that the Machining Foremen retain
their administrative responsibilities ansd-that'a number of
new jobs known as. Trainer-Counselor'be created. AlthOugh
these recommendationswould'have the effect of creating
several new higher, level jobs,, another important reason for
the proposed'changes was to facilitate training of workers
eligible for promotion to, existing. positions. Thus while
the pOtential for job restructuring was explored through
the JTRA, and while a, specific recommendation was made to

0 restructure one job title, it may be fairly- stated that
reshaping the firm'd-occupationi structure was not a pri-

.mary objective of .the-Career progression System.,':'

The analysis of existing mobility patternsIsummarized in the
previous chapter identified areas where increaseduse'of
internal manpower'soUrpes should bp-sought. .SpeCifically,
the,firm,was hpf relying heavily upon internal, sources in
the apprenticeable trades. Howeverg prior to,UDC's inter-
vention With ABC, the Corporation hiad already developed
specialtprograms to fill vacancies in the apprenticeable'
trades. These'programS- already had been initiated before
.HDC began its field work, by the ABC Institute in.order to
increase minority representation in these trades'. Since
such programs'had already been designed and implemented at
both plants, a conscious effort was made to avoid suggestions
which would alter, the special programs already in operation.
Hence HDC's,recommendationa did not identify greater Ise of
internal manpowerfor apprenticeable trades as 4 primary
'Cbjective.

The remaining two 'objectives - increasing ttie number of
workers eligible for promotion and making the selection
process work more equitably -.were the primary goals of the
Career Progression System. These goals were-41) be achieved-
through three related programmatic recommendations:

* Tioria description,othe JTRA method, see Humanic Designs
Corporation, Increasing Employee Mobility"opportunities:
Axt Employers Handbook for System Design, July 1972. A

'revised edition 7f the HandbOok is being prepwd by HDC.

r
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1. o Identify theVorkers eligible for prornOtion
on th, basis: oft.peply defind,!j.ob,

"' consisting, of jeaa,b,..titles' with si ni.lar skill
and knowledge requirements rathej,r than on -the
basis of existing departmentA4ines ; -

To utilize on=the-job training ,programs for
promoted employees .drawn frorn,:selected titles, in
the newly :defa?nedt.job "families.; . ,

9
k

. A ,
3. ". TO establish 'a counseling prbg.ara to` disseminate

information about promotional opportunities so
,

r v 'that all workers would hate, equal.acae.se. to .-
..\-

vacant pogitions. . .k. , 0
. 0 4 '.

.4 i c %
. t '

, , , ,
The recommendation for establishing -job. Omiliee was based.
Upon both_ the analysis of existing mobility 'pattern's and
the JTRA. As the' Previous chapter 'dociimented, workers
hired into the same:. job title and.rpernaplg_th.ty same? tasks -
were eligible for promotion to ,dift4ren: .4ob's4Lasetl'on the .,.

department into ,whicif they were InitiaV,:yaSsigned:' Since
many job titles were found 'iv( more tp.stone -departinent, it .."

was recommended that workders in a stpen title all- be. eligible .

for ,promotion to the same set .of highe;:td*vel jobs regard-.4
less of . the specific . department in ,,kahigia, ttley 4,,vbrkeil. This

.would- eliminate the inequity -of two in the same job'
title. having different promotional Opportunities because
'they were assigned to different departments. The groups
Of;jobs from which ',workers are eligible fefi,promaton for
one ,or more higher level jobs were designat&lAjob families",
_and were 4.dentified(c'qn the basis of the JfikA. Oigures 3.-1

. and 3-2 present the promotional routes recommerided_ for:pro-
.4uction'vor'kerth at the Toledo and Detroitj=planife reepectively..
"Separate . job families and promotional routes were identified
- for clerical and technical _pertonnel but ar444-not included

l k V'.06..in the Figures. tv ! 4 i: :
: ,, ,

The 'recommended use of, knowledge and sk1-related job
families rather, than administrative departments to defirie ,

. eligibility for protetion required as a corollary the use
of tenure within the job family rather ;than --departmental
senioritras 'a', iteria for eeLecting aitt:On44.eligible employ-
ees. in ot words, length Of ekperiendp---on:An nappropriate
lower (lei/el job,. regardless, of ,the depaktment in which ,that
job was located, would be the criterion,- for selecting

'workers to be promoted. .
,------

On-the-job training Programs were foUnd to be necefsPary for
-

,

seleeted ' promotional 'titles becauee. e''Ven. within job families
.experience in 16wer..leVel jape did nbt'aIways provide a

.. worker with all the salls necessary -far certain prOmotional
titles. a This was..the case even in titles' where' the firrnwa4

, r
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levelalready relying exclusively upon lower ielzel workers to fill
vacancies'. ,

The result was a high level of waste and ineffiL-
,diency in the produdtion process.. For'example, it Was found
thatat the. Detroit plant workers promoted to the position
of Gear Inspector, who'are responsible for testing and
examining gears at a point in .the eduction linetwere ftd-.
quently incapable of recognizing imperfectibnd in the gears.
This skill-could not be completely learned 'while wor=king at'
the lower level Positions from which inspectors were drawn -
gearilappers.and gear grinders -.yet no- adequate training
program picist(ed for newlj promoted inspectors., Thus workers
were performbig the gear inspector jobs-at low ,levels of
proficiency with consequent high costs in the form of warranty
iepairs. , , '' --

t

.

The third programmatic element of the Career Progression
System was the creation of:A.counteling 'sub-system for all
production and maintenance workers. Specifically, it was
recommended that a full -time counselor be_emplOyed 'in each
plant to advise workers of the positions to'which they are

,
eligible to be promoted, to' inform them of transfer pro-

f
cedures, to encourage them 'to seek transfers when this would
enhance their prombtion opportunities, and.to disseminate
information about vacancies as.they become available.' All
eligible workers would be informed of. available vacancies
including those outside his department and the ineqUities of
the existing informal informational systedlyould'be elimin-
4ed, .

,

. .

1

.

.
. .- .

0 .

In order'for the counselor to provide reliable advice he
must, be equipped with'adequate information. Thus HDC also
reCommended.as part of the,Career Progresgion System a
'Management- Information SO-2tystemwhich would provide the

, dounseldr with (a) vacancy rate predictions for highdr level

.

positions and (b) summaries 11 the in-plant job experience

--. . ,o'f each employee. Lt wa'Srcoltognized ,that 'precise vacancy.

v- -rates Cbad.not-Ei-foIdatbted, but some general approximation
of vacancy rates based upon previous growth experience and
turnover rates would permit ithe_counselor7to advise employees
on the feasibility of their reaching specific positions 'and
to redirect them if thd desired career goals was not likely
to be achieved because separations are fevrand expansion. un-

likely. Job experience data would be made'f,available to the

Counseior'froncthe Corporation's existing personnel records
and would; permit him, to identify all" ;-7orktrs possessing the
job experience required for each Promotiofiak position that

became 'vacant. . . `

In summary, the set of recommendatiOns known as the Career
Progression System proposed that eligibility for promotion
be extended to workers with appropriate skills regardless of
their particUlar departmental assignment, ,that seniority

'
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yithin'these newly defined job faNilies4'41aCeartiental
seniority as the selection criterion, tht training programs
be established where work eXperienoe'w4Lot sufficient
preparation for promotional titles, hndithat a Counseling
position ,be created to inform employees .about promotional
opportunities and guide'them in apply4ig for assignments
which would maximize their promotional opportunities. The,

problems encountered implementing the Career Progression
System and. an assessment of those components of the system
which were successfully implemented are' the subject of the
next sections.

S6'

Implementation of The Career Progression System

Implementation of the Career Progression System at the two
participating plants took place at slightly different'times'
and with significantly different.results. The Implementation
process at each,plant wild. be considered separately.

Toledo. At the, Toledo plant, the research and design work
was accomplished primarily' through direct contact between
HDC and plant manag e t; The ABC Institute, the'central
corporate . =staff uni as not directly involved becauge
plant management p e;erred this arrangement. Hence response

to the recommend ions was at the discretion of local, plant
'management and depended primarily upon their perception of
the utility of the proposed changes.

The Career Progression System was fiist presented to Toledo
plant management in August of 1972: While both the plant ,

.manager and the. personnel manager agreed in princiPle_that
workers shOuld be given greater oppokt1ity to .advance,

they felt they could not implement the HDC recommendations.
.The iftajor obstacle was the firms's collective bargaining
agreement which specified that departmentalseniority should

govern promotion ;1 decisions. In addition it. was'felt that
the counseling,sYstem would "be a functional equivalent of
posting la1'i vacancies and the firm had avoided this practice
in its negotiations with the union. Consequently, the firm
wanted to defer action on these recompndations until after- ,

the local union elections and the national collective-bar-
gaining sessions scheduled few 'June 1973 and September 1973,

respectively. However, the recommendation for training
programs in selected job titles was received more favorably'
since it could be implemented without violating the existing
collectivebargaining-agreement and was likely to directly t

affect productivity, a principle concern of the plant manager.

:12
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Management's desire to selectfragrenentsoeer
.Progression System for implementation and'HDC's commitment

Of
to the entire set of recommendations led to ,a(series of
negotiations which continued- over a period of-more.than one
year.; During this time various compromises werelayggested
involving phased implementation of the various programmatic
components of the systeM, but no mutually acceptable
compromise could be achieved within a reasonable time period.
Finally, a, suggestion, for implementation -in- selected
promo oval titles with (a) half the vacancies filled solely

on the axis of departmental seniority and half filled on
the bails of seniority within the.newly defined job families,

and (b) allthe newly promoted employees.receiving formal
-training, was agreed upon. Subsequently, new problems
developed: The desire to establish that training "paid"
in the sense of improving productivity required that *

training should be developed and implemented initially only
for those promotional positions where indices of productivity
were 'available for use in a costbenefit analysis to be'
performed shortly after implementation. This required
renegotiating the titles*selected for initial implementation.
Once this was settled, difficulties arose over the precise
procedures for selecting workers from within 'the job'

'families. Management. insisted that the hew practice be
implemented without publicity so aS not 'to influence the

.
forthcoming union elections, while the union representative
insisted that prototed workers be informed about the few
criteria,under which they wez selected. These difficulties
causedtArther delays. In the latter part of 1973, when

/ energy crisis-related layoffs at the plant precluded any
\ promotions in the near future, it was mutually agreed to

terminate .HDC's involvement witiihat plant.

Detroit. Research and design activities at the Detroit
FEEE7Were-begun later than at Toledo and were conducted
with greater participation on the part of ABC Institute

staff. The -ABC Institute was more closely involved-because
. plant management was more receptive to its participation

and because the Institute,had already established within
the plantia well-received program.to.improve Minority
representation in apprenticeable trades wh4h ipirolved an
on-site staff member ,Serving as recruiter and counselor.

. -
,

The complete Career Progression System was hot t-adoipted at

the Detroit pant, primarilifor reasons similar to those
fitsf encountered at Toledo,' That is, use-of plant seniority
within, newly defkned job families as a seleption criteria,
for. promotion would violate the'existing collectOe
.bargaining agreement. However, plant management ,was willing
to work within the cOnfines of the collective bafgainingi,
agreement to develop a set of modified recommendations nAich

23
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would enhance career mobility. ,This led to a seiieeE-'
discussions in which representatives of'HDC, local plant
management and the ABC Institute sought to identify changes

which were,posssible without violating the collective bar-
gaining agreepe4t., These efforts. resulted it a modified-
Career.Progression System being accepted, by plant management

-
in- November 19734.

The*November agreement committed the plant to: (1) Develop
training2rograms for three positions in the Gear Division.
The Giarffivision, which accounts for approxirtately 25%- of

all prodiotiOn workers, was selected because it contained a
number of related jobs which Management felt were Bing
performed at a-low level of productivity. Tr011iWg for

, these jobs would:be given first to incumbents who would sub-
seguently'train neigiy.promdted employees. 'Curricula would

be developed by the 'ABC Institute with assistance frOm HDC
staff-and with data from HDC's JtRA. (2) Develop a coun-

rseiing program Counseling would iraorm employees of the
provisions of the collective bargaining agreement governing
promotions and departmerital transfers, provide them with

information about promotional Opportunitites within their

current department, end encourage them to apply for depart- --
mental transfers when this would improve their chances for
promotion to a desired job. The .counseling would be pro_r
Fided,bythe.employee currently serving as counselorTin'
conjunction with the ABC Instituters apprenticeable trades

program. This individual had been selected as counselor in
early 1973 by the joint action of the ABC Institute and
Plant Management and with informal approval of the union.

(3) Develop a Personnel Data Sub-system. This system would
provide the career counselor and the personnel manager with
data describing the probable vacancy rates in each depart-
ment and the in-plant job experience of each employee. Staff

from HDC would assume responsibility for designing this

information system, : '

From November 1973 to .the time of HDC's scheduled withdrawal

from the .ABC -Corporation significant progress has been made

in elcecuting the compromise agreement.' This progress has
been made despite .the fact that the,plant has suffered from
everal waves of layoffs resulting from, national economic
nditions that have both consumed the time and energy of

plant management and virtually eliminated. all promotional

opportunities: ;

The ABC institute,.with the help of HDC staff, has developed

an Instructor's training and Orientation Manual. In addition

theInstitute has created audio-visual and other material for

use. in, preparing supervisory personnel tor training roles and

for nee in training incumbents in one of the three job titles
in the Gear Division. teve,1,opment of curricula for the other

'24 34.
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titles is schedhled for after the training of incumbents
in.the first title has been successfully implemented. The
actual training of incumbents in the first title is scheduled
for August ortSeptember, 1974. This is somewhat iatel than
originally expected, but postponement was necessary because
of the layoffs in thd Spring of 1974 which*affected many
workers including several scheduled to bd trained.

The counselor employed at the plant is now actively engaged
in disseminating information to current employees about
promotionafprocedured and opportunities. Since November,
he has met with approximately 250 workers/in the plant to
advise them HOW best to.advance in the firm by applying for

-departmental transfers or otherwise using the rules set
forth i the' collective bargaining agreement to their best
aO.Tanta

To assist the counseler, in this task, HDC has developed three
documents - a Counseling Handbook, a Job Content Handbook,

and a "Career Progre ion Map". The Coullaeling Handbook'
provides the.couns or with information aVout counseling
techniques as we as information about the firm's personnel

- policies. The. Job Content Handbook provides the counselor
with detailed information describing the tasks'performed by
workers in each major job title at the plant-. ,The Career
Progression Map, reproduced as Figure 3-3, provides a graphic
description of the ,d4artmental structure of-one major
division, Wear Division) in the plant and the promotional
routes within the division under the existing collective
bargaining agreement. The map is displayed in the counselor's
office and it serves as a model for similar maps which will be
prepared by the firm for other divisions. In adaition to.
these three documents, HDC, together with the ABC:Institute,
prepared a fourth document,known as the Job Opportunity Map.
This pamphlet provides an overview of all jobs at.the plant'
including their relative wage positions. It has been widely
distributed by the counselor to interested-workers.

.

A handbook for designing Career Progression Systems within the
ABC Corporation has beerl written by HDC .and will be used by the
'ABC Institute,for the design of future systems.

Txplementation of Vie Management Information Sub-system has
not been completed at the time of,HDC's withdrawal from the
firm. However, HDC staff members have conducted an inventory
of existing personnel *records and prepared specificatiOns for
the system ,which explain how the existing records can be
adapted to provide profiles of the workers' job histories

and their,acpumu,lated skills., It remains up to the.fires
persOnnel officials to apply the design, specif4.cations.-
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In summary, implementation ofthe Career Progressidh System
as originally proposed was rejected by management at both
plants because it regiiiied signi.kaant violations ca the
firm's collective bargaining agreement. However, mianagement,
at the Detroit plant has committed itself to a modified,
Career Progression System including counseling and training
of meployees to improve their promotion opportunities.
Implementation of this modified system is progressing
satisfactorily, giverLthe difficulties associated with the
substantial layoffs caused by national economic problems in
the early part of 1974.

Evaluation .

0
. -

Because the Career Progression System originally proposed to
the ABC Corporation was not adopted, it is not possible to
evaluate the impact of this systems. However, the changes to

'which the firm has committed itself = training and counseling -
tie subject to evaluation.

%
. ..

The training of workers for selected job titles was .,to have
been evaluated by comparing the performance of trained
workers with those. w,ho were not,trained. However, post-
ponement of the implementation of the training,. due to large
scale layoffs, has made evaluation of this component impossible.

S
Moreover, i retrospect, it does not seem that an evaluation
based upon i dividual worker productivity would have been an
appropriate one.' As noted in an earlier section, the purpose
of the training is to make a broader pool of worker eligible
for promotion and, while it may also improve the.fiEm's or a
worker's productivity, that is not its'prime purpose. Hence,
an evaluation of the training program should consider its
effectiveness in. qualifying workers from a 'wide range of job
titles for,a given promotional position. Specifically; it
should address the question of whether training has permitted
workers from a broader range of job titles to be promoted.
without a decline.in productivity. .

No formal plan for evaluating the counseling program was
.developed, However, informal observation and interviews by
HDC staff indicate-that caryter counseling is an effective
strategy for altering mobility pattdims. The counselor has
provided workers with information about promotional
opportunities and procedures which they otherwise would..have
acquired only informally ori more likely, not at all.
Counseled workers have successfully sought departmental
transfers in order to qualify for promotions in the_production
divisions. In addition, others have been promoted into
clerical,technical and superviSory positions from production
jobs as a result of the counselor's intervention.

27.



Overall, the response to the counseling program indicates
a strong latent demand among. industrial workers for internal
labor market information and a capacity to meet this demand
through personal counseling supported by appropriated
documents And manuals.

28
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POLICY IMPLIEATIONS,'

AS stated in the Introduction, the purpose of,this
project, was to identify obstacles to occupational mobility
in a multi--plant manufacturing firm, to'determine what
types of measures could be designed to help overcome these
obstacles, and to develop an understandingiOf the diffi-

_-dulties which arise in the implementation of these new.
prograMs. The experience with the ABC Corporation pro-
vides -important evidence relating to each of these issues.

'Of course, generalizing from one Case study is a dangerous
undertaking. Thete is always thepossibIlity that a.
unique set of circumstances explain't4e'results and no
(generalization is valid. Certainly in.this.case there:are
a.number of distinct teatureS of tlie experience.

First, it is possible that the way in which the, contractor
related to the corporation was inappropriate. In this
project, HDC worked, with both local plant management and
the ABc institute, a central. staff unit responsible for
developing training programs for production workers. However,
it may have been more effective to"pursue implementation of
Changes through 'corporate units responsible for collective
bargaining as well. In this casethe appropriate unit, the
Office of the Vice President for Personnel, might have quickly
rejected the major components of the Career Progression .

System because of their implications for collective bargaining
but the issue would have been resolved more rapidly and with
less frustratiop than the extensive series of discussions
wit4 local plant management and the ABC Institute required.
Alternatively, if the Personnel Division, had committed itself
to implementing the proposed changes it may have been, in a
better position to do-so than was local plant management
alone.

Second, the role played by the union may have been inappro-
priate. As part of its working agreeMent with the firm, HDC,
neverfiormally involved union leadership in the planning
of,the Career Progression System., While this was essential.'-
for maintaining the firm's cooperation, this,type of "union-

,

contractor relationehip undoubtedly prevented a better' under-
standing of the union's. position and desires. Given the
close relationship between co4ectilie bargaining 'and occupa-
tional mobility, a greater .degree of union participation,

. might have changed the outcome of the project.

.
Third, implementation of even the modified Career. Progression
System was slowed by an economic downttrn and the reduced
deMand for the firm's product caused by the energy crisis of
1973. It economic conditions were factorable implementation
might,take a different course and certainly would, have pro-
ceeded at &' more rapid. pace.
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Finally, the firm itself may not be typical of other,large
multi-plant manufacturing4eqablishmentS. Even among manufad-
turing Industries occupational structures differ and ABC does
not represent firms in industries with less compressed wage
and occupational structures. Moreover, ABC's entry, level
wage is higher than that of many firms which employ large
numbers of workers with low annual wages who .are,an-important
Segment of. the target population for upgrading programs.

Despite the several unique features of this case study, there
'ere a'number of conclusions which are suggested by the exper-
ience. While they, are more likely to Apply when circumstances
are similar to those which characterized thi project, it is
also likely that they have some g6neral applicability. On
the basis of .this adtittedly limited experience, the following
conclusions' seem to be. applicable t9 many large unionized
rdanufacturing,firms.i

t
.,...

7 '
Collecive

.

Bargaining and Internal Labor Markets

The-most important conclusion emerging from this project is
that collectiye bargaining is'a major instrument for Struc-

. turing'internal labor markets. The ABC Corporation is a
classic study of how eligibility and"selection criteria
for'promotional decisions 'are 'set forth in collective bar-

. gaining agreements. There is evidence from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics' studies of their file of all major col-
lective bargaining agreements coveting 1,000 or more WorIcers
that this ia:a typical practice.* Of the more than 1,850
agreements analyzed ovpr 70% had provisions dealing with
ptomotional practices: and 90%'of the agreements among manu-
facturing firms contained such provisions. Moreover, in
90% of all agreements containing prOmotional provisions,
seniority was specified-as a criterion to be used in selectr
,ing,personnel and in 70% the administrative unit within
which promotions could be made (plant, division, etc.) Was
specified. ..Thus, ABC is typibarof most. large manuficturing
firms in havins'the structure of its internal labor market .

specified in 4ts collective bargaining agreement.
4

They policy implications of this gindin4 Are important. Any
effort by. outside parties, under either public or private .

auspices, to design and implement programs which significantly

See BureaU of Libor Statistics, Major CollectiVe'Bergel,h-
ing._ Agreements Seniority JAI Promotion anifTran8fer
,Provisibris, Bulletin 1425-11,,Marct, 1970'. .,
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*'
alter the internal labor market practides of large manufac-
turing firms will necessarily require upsetting agreements
reached as part ot the collective bargaining process. The negotia.4
4ons leading .to.union contracts typiCallY inuave a complex
set of trade -,offs in which conflicting union and management
p00,tions.on promotiongl practices are resolved by com-
promises on this issii tied to compromises on other issues,
(wages, fringe benef s, etc.): on which union and manage-,-
ment also conflict.- Consequently it is impOssible, from-
the point of view of both union and management, 'Rim. third
parties_to deal with internal labor market issues withodt
upsetting a delicate-ba/anCe of conflicting interests on a
broad range of issues. Settlements'on the promotional pro-

-
visions -in a contract' are inextricably linked through the
negotiation

a
process to Settrements on a wide range of issued,

covered by the'cOntract. Thus, in effect,,it is impossible'
to significantly alter internal lagor'm4rket4ractices with:-

. out completely, reoppninq the entire collective bargaihing.
procesS. -

A
SD

. This findin?will not ancourage'optimism among thOse Om-.
mittet to imprciring,internaL labor market practices through
public intervention, but At is the'conclusion Which
froi this project AO Bilreatr of Labor Statistics. figures
suggest it iSbroiel,y applicable. At a minimum, this cdn-
-clAsion indicated. that government efforts in this area'
might be More effectiire-if they wee timed to coincide-
with contract negotiations and too -the form-of technical
assistance to'-help hive mutually'aleceptAbleprqmotional
-provisions which so < erve the'publid interest-by reducing
the discriminatory,and otherwise ihequitable consequences
of existing,practides-

*Counseling_and Internal Labor Market,InformatiOn

A.' '

A second'ilwortant_cdnclusion-emerg4.ng from this project is
the need for improved infOrmation about promotionad, provisions:
and opportunities among production workers. Although collec-
tiVQ.' bargaining agreements typically specify the administrative

, ..

unft (plant or.department) and selection criteria (seniority)
for.promotion dedisions, these agreements do not always pro-

. vide for automatic cons ration of all eligible employees
or even for pgating andlNIdding for vacancies: The ABC

.

Corporation exemplifies this pattern; the:union contract did
not require posting and bidding and many employees felt that
reliance upon informal sources of information made the systell

,
.subject to abuses and caused inequities. The same Bureau of

7 Labor Statistics survey mentidned earlier indicates this is
; a common pattern. 0 the 835 agreements. containing Seniority t

provisions and spec fying administrative units, only 280
,,,,- also contained provi ons specifying that all eligible em-

ployees automatically be considered or that.posting and-

bidding is required. -
- , _ .

. , _, , . , , -,-, ' 4 77
.

. . . , . e^." 0
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In plants'where these practices ire not utilized, many
employees could behef4:frpm an additional source_of internal
labbromarket inforMatiOn. ,Frequently, they have little °

knowledge about'job,opportunities in departments of divi-
sions other than, that,in which they are currently employed.
Unless, union offidcials,dr personal acquaintances provide.
such.information,;their access to promotiOnal positions-is
limited. Althoughlontr-term,,f011ow-up or other evaluative
study not availhble to confirm this observation4, it'appears
that a cOunselihg,program such/as that implemented at- ABC's
Detroit plant helps meet the need for internal labovmarket,
information. Moreover, the supporting materials developed
by HDC for the cdu3elor - handbooks and a career progression
map 7 may serve as prototypes for aids in disseminating,
hternal-labbr market information.

4

,

The counseling program,at the Detroit plant. was emerited-
.

.

with little cost to the firm. A counselor alrea signed
to the plant to assist in minority recruitment and eten-

,

. tion was able to take_on the additional responsibility,of
disseminating_promotional opportunity, information. Similar

P.i
possibilities are likely to exist at other firms.Personnel

- department representatives or union officials could assume,'
o this new functiO...,if provided with suitable tools such as

the Career Progreasion Maps. The..q.propriate government
role may be to encourage such activities and perhaps support
technical assistance ,for developing materials to:be 'used by
'Counselors. Such programs could be efficiently targeted to

s Selected because they have collective bargaining
ements which specifypromotionalsolicies but which ,

do.not require autoMat'' 4,illeration or posting and biddihg.
4.1_4!

Implementation Strategy

The third significant finding of the research,and development '

effort relates less to the obstacles to occupational mobility
more to the problems in implementing Programs designed to

improve internal labor.market'practicep. HDC!s experience
indicates than an empl:.o;.-r's overriding concern in all per-
sonnel policies inclu.Ing those'related to promotional
policies, is their impact On productivity. Trogra#s which
may improve opportunities for ewloyees, but which have no
direct positive effect on productivity, will not be assigned
high,priority.for implementation. On the other hand, those
individual components of a general program intended.to im-
prove occupational Mobility which might also serve to improve

.
productivity are likely to be quickly isolated from the total.

program and selected for more rapid'itaplementation. Thus,

the training component;of the proposed Career Progression
System was quickly selected by plant management at both
Toledo and Detroit as an acceptable change because they. felt
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it might-improve their plant's productivity. Other components
.

of the Career Pro#ession System which were less directly'
related to productiyity but which might significantly improve
.the promotional process were not assigned priority by the
firm. .

The tendency to view personnel practices in terms of produc-
,_tivity_is also evident in the evaluation criteria"designed

for the Career Progression System.. A productivity-oriente
post-benefit analysis for the training component was, to be
%he primary evaluative device. Although this approach was
not insisted upon by the firm,'the project sponsors felt
that, unless there was a demonstrable gain in'productivity,
the experimental' project would not be replicated at other
plants. In contrast, components of the'system, suchas the
counSeling.program, which were less directlyrelated-to
productivity were riot subject to anY formal evaluation.
Yet a primary objective of the research and development
project vas to degign and test programs which develop pro-
grams which alter occupational mobility paeterns,.4ot to
improve plant productivity.

The fadt'that timely implementationof.new personnel prac-
tices is often contingent upon a demonstrable impact on -

_productivity highlights the ambiguous, and sometimes contra-
dictory, objectives assigned to upgrading programs. An
earlier analysis of this problem-found, "Undertaking programs
of this"nature requires a commitment to the value:of equity,
not necessarily efficiency: It is in this light that we
should approach upgrading policy."* Private employers nay------

be expeCted to concern themselves with efficiency'and pro-
ducti*ity;- but those involved in publicly-funded efforts
should constantly keep inmind their commitment to other
goals.. This may inevitably, produce conflicts between am-
ployers and third parties, but it is unjustifiable to avoid
this conflict if the codt is an abandonment of all program
components which cannot clearly be shown to immediately
improve productivity-

* Charles Brecher, Upgrading Blue Collar and Service
Workers, Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1972, p. 113.
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